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Sect.fun IV PACIFIC CITIZEN Saturday, December 21, 1946 
ADDRESS: APO 500 
c-o Postmaster, San Francisco 
NISEI VETERANS 
IN HAWAII 
By MINEO KATAGIRI 
By MAS HORIUCHI 
We landed in Yokohama after 
a trip by navy ship from Ca-
hantuan in the Philippine Is-
lands and went from there to 
Kum~gaya, Japan, where the 
fighting "Winged Victory" 43rd 
division had its division head-
quarters . and where the !75th 
language detachment was station-
ed. 
Kumagaya was formerly a Jap-
anese Air Cadet training school, 
and we were billeted in their form-
er barracks, along 'vith other mem-
bers of the headquarters staff. Qur 
job as linguists was mainly in-
terpreting for our staff officers, 
and for approximately two weeks ' 
we worked practically without 
sleep. When we could, we slept on 
the floor with our mosquito net-
ting strung around us. After awhile 
our job became routine, interpret-
ing at headquarters or on a re-
connaisance mission. 
The 43rd was a battle-fatigued 
division; so a new division, the 
97th, came to replace it. Shortly 
after this division arrived, some 
of us interpreters were taken along 
on a reconnaisance mission to in-
spect some former Japanese army 
posts with the new staff officers. 
We were heading into virgin 
Japanese territory, so to speak, 
for no other American troops had 
penetrated into this area. We were 
the first troops to occupy the terri-
tory, and I was the first Nisei in 
the area. 
As we entered one particular 
Japanese regimental headquarters. 
a platoon of soldiers stood at rigid, 
mechanical attention. 'We entered 
the conference room, soldiers salut-
ing all over the place. 
And then we stood rooted to the 
ground, shocked, surprised and 
chagrined. There, in letters a foot 
high on the blackboard. was the 
sign: "KILROY WAS HERE." 
Everyone got a big bang out of 
it. How he was able to get into 
that regimental headquarters, I 
don't know, and it is a puzzle to 
this day. I have often wondered 
why the regimental commander 
did not have it erased and how 
long before our coming it had been 
v.Titten. Perhaps the commander 
thought that if a GI had VvTitten 
it, it shouldn't be erased. 
Occupation after a time became 
very oull and 11 of us looked for 
varied avenues of excitement. One 
day I was asked by a teacher of 
a sewing school if I would teach 
English to her se,ving class. I 
jumped at the opportunity, for it 
meant getting away from camp. 
The students were all between 
the ages of 17 and 22. I was 23 
and didn't know what I was get-
ting into. 
I had to remove my combat boots 
when I entered the classroom, and 
1 walked up to the blackboard in 
my khaki-socked feet. I turned to 
face the class, when all of a sudden 
someone with a high pitched voice 
hollered "Kivo tsuke" (attention!} 
and the entire class jumped to its 
feet. I hadn't the slightest idea 
what was coming off, and for a 
time I was taken apack and my 
hair must have literally stood on 
end and waved. As I stood facing 
them, they bowed gracefully, and 
I learned later that I should have 
been gracious .enough to re~urn 
it. Seats were taken at a g1v.en 
signal, and as I stood there Wlth 
my face crimson as the setting 
sun blurting out a stream of un-
hea~d Japanese, I started with the 
lesson. 
For a time the students were 
content on concentrating on the 
alphabet and single phrases, but 
one studl'nt, curiosity getting the 
best of her, had to know what my 
stripes stood for. That started it. 
There followed a free-for-all quest-
ioning. They wanted to know first 
of all how old I wBs, what I did 
in -the states, if I were married, i! 
·. __.,_Q' 
\ 
THE NISEI veterans in Hawaii are at the same time the nemesis and hope of Hawaii society. They have returned to Hawaii with 
unprecedented prestige won through months and years of sacrifi-
cial toil and loss of blood and life. What they say and do, therefore, 
carry respect and power far and above their number. The veterans 
constitute the most powerful group J>Qtentially in Hawaii. They, 
therefore, ~n become a nemesis to Hawaiian society by selfish 
and ill-advised action. On the other hand they are the hope of our 
society if they can use their great 
prestige and power along channels 
whicl:l would be both creative and 
progressive. Only time can finally 
tell the course along which the 
veterans will move. 
For the present we can only 
discern certain signs which may 
ultimately determine the final 
course of movement. My report 
therefore will only point out the 
signs which have been made evi-
dent in the course of the several 
months that the major portion of 
the 100th Battalion and 442nd Regi-
mental Combat Team has been 
home. 
the Lower House. That example 
was followed in most cases by other 
veterans. There was much talk 
among the Japanese community of 
"Japanese for the Japanese" or 
"the Japanese must stick together," 
but the veterans refused to follow 
that line and were among the first 
to condemn it. 
It is my belief that these signs 
are such that they can be inter-
preted either way. It depends to 
a large extent on one's own point 
of view. The writer feels that the 
veterans are more apt to be the 
hope of Hawaiian society rather 
than the nemesis to its progress. 
Here are the reasons why he be-
2. The veterans have seen much 
and learned much and have come 
to value education. Those who had 
failed to get a high school edu-
cation are now enrolled at the 
McKinley High School where a 
special veterans' section has been 
established under the leadership 
of Kenneth Okuma who is himself 
a veteran of the 442nd. An even 
more impressive display is put on 
at the University of Hawaii where 
the veteran enrollment is very 
high. 
These veterans are giving lead-
ership of a kind never before seen 
at the university. They bring ma-
turity, intelligence, steadiness, 
spirit to their activities. Some 
things they have done at the uni-
versity are: a group of veterans 
with the help of Hung Wai Ching 
revived the campus YMCA, which, 
until the war, had been the most 
progressive and active organiza-
tion on the campus. The veterans 
appreciated the significant place 
the Y had played in pre-war days 
and the place it could again play 
in the lives of the students. And 
they have made it into a signifi-
cant organization once again. Be-
cause of the lack of men students 
the Y had been temporarily dis-
banded during the war years. 
' lieves as he does. 
1. In the political campaign just 
concluded they proved themselves 
alert and progressive. Among the 
veterans seeking public offices 
were Calvin Ueki, Joseph Itagaki, 
Richard Kageyama, and Matsuji 
Arashiro. All these candidates ex-
cept Joe Itagaki received · PAC 
support. All except Calvin Ueki 
were elected. Mr. Ueki ran for 
the House of Representatives from 
the Fourth District in Honolulu, 
a district from which a Nisei has 
never been elected to public office, 
and, therefor~>. his defeat was not 
unexpected. Richard Kageyama in 
his campaign not onlv did not 
rf>pudiate PAC suppoJ:,t but at each 
PAC rally read the 'PAC platform 
and said that he was back of that 
platform 100%. He was elected to 
the Board of Supervisors on Oahu. 
Matsuii Ara!:hiro was elected to 
the House of Representatives on 
Kauai. He is a newcomer to poli-
tics and yet polled thP. second 
highest vote for the House on 
Kauai. He is a former union of-
ficer, respected not only by union 
men but by all the people as well. 
Joseph Itagaki is a Republican 
rommitteeman and won a seat in 
An International Relations Club 
to stir interest in and support of 
the United Nations was formed, 
and is led by Robert Fukuda, a vet-
eran. He and other like-minded 
veterans saw the need for strong 
United Nations to win the peace, 
and because they desired to awak-
en the rest of the student body, 
they formed this organization. 
By AL NIELSEN 
• the Lower House from the Fift'h 
District. He cannot be classified 
as liberal and progressive. 
There, of course, is the Memorial 
Scholarship Fund created by the 
Trustees of the Memorial Fund. 
This fund offers scholarships of 
$1500 a year to any person, male 
or female, who desnes to go into 
those professions which will con-
tribute to • he welfare of the total 
community. The only string at-
tached to this grant is an agree-
ment that the recipient promises 
to return to Hawaii and make his 
contribution to the community for 
at least three years. One of the 
first ~rants was made to a Chinese 
Amencan veteran. 
all married men wore a ring on 
their finger, what the patch on 
my left shoulder stood for, if all 
the things they saw in American 
pictures were true, if girls kissed 
any boy they wanted to, why GI's 
hated green tea, and was it hard for 
me to sit \vith my legs crossed, as 
they did. At that point I was ready 
to throw in the towel. The students 
had turned the tables on me and 
my lesson turned out to be a per-
sonal history. I left the school 
with a feeling of having thorough-
ly been gone over. From that day 
hence I haven't made it a prac-
tice to teach school. 
The time passed rapidly, and 
one day it was only a few days 
till Christmas. The boys in my 
squad wanted a Christmas tree; so 
I had to get a ton and a half 
truck, load a dozen fellows on it 
and go off in search of a tree. We 
searched a radius of 20 miles, and 
I can swear there isn't a fir tree 
in Japan. At one time one of the 
fellows spotted a tree in a family 
yard. It was an attractive home, 
considering it was in the country, 
and it took a lot of persuasion be-
fore I could stop the fellows from 
cutting it down. 
Finally we spotted a tree with 
a straggly top that we thought 
would do. W c 1·ammed the tree 
down with the t;n1ck, and then 
used our pocket knives to cut 
the top off. When we got it back 
we raided the dispensary and the 
messhall for trimmings, added some 
ornaments that some thoughtful 
mother had sent one of the fellows. 
On Christmas eve we sat around 
singing carols, drinking beer and 
talking of the lucky fellows who 
had made it home in time for 
Christmas. But it was a beautiful 
tree. 
We must not forget to mention 
the girls of Japan. We must not 
forget these creatures who lived 
a life of suppression until the army 
of occupatlolf came in. Before, if 
a Japanese girl wore lipstick or 
sat in a chair with her legs crossed, 
she was considered not quite a 
lady. Since the occupation there has 
been a drastic change. When giv-
en an opportunity they want to 
live, act, dress like any American 
girl. It is surprising how many 
girls learned to dance, wear cos-
metics, and dress western style. 
The Nisei interpreters seem to 
fascinate these girls. The fact that 
there is no language barrier is 
probably the major reason. I learn-
ed that from frequent visits to 
Tokyo from Kumagaya. Girls cram 
the visiting room of the various 
Nisei billets all hours of the day, 
On one of my visits to Tokyo, 
mi ing feminine companionship 
(Continu d on page 28) 
Thes~> men are the representa-
tives of thP veterans in public of-
fice. And the veterans need not b~> 
Mhaml'd. Richard Kageyama and 
Matsnii Arashiro will bear watch-
ing. Ka~~;~>vama is indf'pendent and 
h:u; an indePendf'nt followin~~;. Ara-
shiro has the labor movement to 
sunnort him. Both men are in-
tPlligent. fearless. with a workinl!.' 
philm;ophy of life. The writer is 
ronfident that these two men will 
do ypomPn work as public servants. 
Jo~~>oh Itagaki is a memhPr of a 
nolitical organization which does 
not tolerate too much indePPndent 
action and will probablv votP along 
narty lines in most of thP leJ1;isla-
tive proposals. But he ran h~> count-
~>d on to fight for bills which will 
ben~>fit the veterans. 
Furthermore, a great number of 
vet~>rans were out workinl! for 
their favorite candidates. This is 
a sign of political maturity. And 
it speaks well for the v~>terans that 
theY supnorted candidatl'!'l of all 
rnces and not just the Japanese. 
That the d~>mocratic principle of 
human equalitv is well implanted 
in their minds and hParts was 
~>vidPnced hv their political activi-
ties. Fred Matsuo, for instance, ac-
tively workl'd for the election of 
thrPe candidates,. Delegate Joseph 
R. Farrington, a Caucasian; Chuck 
1\Iau, unsuccN;sful candidate for the 
Senate, a Chinese; nnd Mitsuyuki 
Kido, B Nisei, who won a seat to 
This emphasis on education as 
a means of contributing to the 
general welfare is, I think, highly 
commendable. 
3. The insistence by the veterans 
that they be treated fairly in the 
economic realm is another hopeful 
sign. That the Paradise of the 
Pacific suffered from economic in-
justices perpetrated on non-Cauca-
sians has been an o:pen secret. Dual 
standards of wage, JOb ceilings, and 
other practices have been common 
in Hawaii. The veterans are in-
sisting that such practices be van-
ished. 
The appointment of Maj. Mit-
suyoshi Fukuda to a "junior exe-
cutive" position by the Castle and 
Cooke Co Ltd. caused much com-
ment in the Nisei community. The 
suspicion is strong that this is only 
a gesture to appease the demands 
of the veterans, but that it is a 
significant gesture .cannot be. ~e­
nied. It, at least, ra1ses the ce1lmg 
one notch. Capt. Edward Yoshima-
su too has been given a position 
of more than usual importance by 
(Continued on page 29 ~ • 
• 
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By Frank Miyamoto: 
, 
B~!~~~a CHURCH OF S~ M~~~CO 
1881 Pille St., Sm Francisco 
SIWK>N'S GREETINGS... l 
• Phone: JO 7·9828 
;;.;;;u.;.;.:;;;.-;;,;.;;.;;;;;.;;;.;:~ Story of Resettlement concern of the people. There an 
several reapecta in whleh the ~ 
Main Str&et and Home Again 
HOLIDAY GREETINGS 
* HONNAMI TAIEIDO 
pational pattern ~ ~
In the Seattle Area · Th~t~~;~:;.rm 1:: 
been made by the Nisei Jdd wwt. 
era in the stenographic &id eflrt. 
VIEWING the Seattle Japanese community today ~lmost two ~I.fiel.ds, for by contrut with tJae · th f' t t f · t th' . lnmtati~ of such oppo~ in years smce e 1rs re urn o evacuees o 18 area, one 1s former days, there u. ~ a 
Costume Jewelry, Quality FoWltain Pens, Stationery, haunted with impressi'(_ns of a similarity 'n form and function of number of private com~ 
Greeting Cards, Records, Novelty Gifts, Toys, Magazines the present community and the one that was here in pre-evacuation well as ~ve~ent ~-.ealrable 
1630 Buchanan Street FI 8979 days. Many o~ t~e shops and offices that. were on Jackson or Main ;:.Stt!ns. eHo~e~~;,tii:l~otid be 
SAN FRANCISCO CALIF are there agam m the same general locahty; the faces encountered anticipated that the reductlcm of 
' • somehow seem especially familiar in this setting; and the Cauca- the number of federal aPDclee 
· · t h th e f 'e dl 'f the f · dl and emplovees will sharplv curtail & .. & .. &rr& .. !IIIMMM .. !IIt!ll!lfiMMM s1ans ~o ~ppear ~uc e sam-· r1 n y 1 y were r1en y the numbe~ of office 0~ for "' .... • ... ~ • • •• • • • • • • before, Indifferent If they .are of women w.orkers, and mate lt tn-
L ....... 49&4?&49&m&.!&£2&49%C&J?&4?&49% the public, and coolly resistant or diffusion has been temporarily re- creasingly Jiifficult for NiBei girls " ·""""'·"""""'·~"""'·""~~ .. ~""'."tt""'."tt~..-r."'"""'·"""""'·,.. sometimes antagonistic if one seeks tarded by lack of housing. Hous- to compete in tbfa field. The ap. 
HOLIDAY GREETINGS FROM something they want for them- ing discrimination has appeared pearance of a certain number of 
selves. All this, perhaps, attests to principally in those cases where (Continued on pap 81) 
INO MERCHANDISE CO. t~e essential conti_nuity of ~e so- Japane~e Americans h~ve sought ........ & .. -&4?%5?% 
Import.er8 and Exporters cial process; but 1t also pomts to homes m the better m1ddle class ."tt ~ ~."tt ·"'""'·,..~ the infirmity of memory, for a districts. 
347 Grant Avenue San Francisco year ago the changes and differ- Seattle is one of the congested KING INN 
Cable Add: "INOCO" San Francisco - ences were what struck the. efes. centers of the country, and dining 
Telephone: Sutter 2758 , Somewhe~ . ~tw~n the Blmi!ar the early days of return, many re- RESTAURANT 
OBJECTS OF ART and the dissimilar m t~e commumty settler families suffered severely 
todaf and the ~ommumt_y of yester- from inadequate housing. Hostels in MME. BUITERFL Y . day IS that Picture whi~h best re- the language school and churches 
OBJECTS OF ART SILKS LOUNGING APPAREL presents the present l}fe of the aided the initial adjustments, but 
1659 Post St. WE 1·1812 
San Francisco 
. Seattle Japanese Amencans. these makeshift dwellings are be-
347 Grant Avenue San Francisco At a rough guess 4500 or about coming hazards as people who 
* CHINESE DISHES Wht:lta"'rlslta"blta"htlta"h+•h.,._J!hae+.,....F'**Wh*'MMMt t~o-thirds of ~e for_mer. popula- entered. as transients hav~ taken .,....,.,....,..,....,.,....,._..........,..,......_...,.......,.......,.,..._......,.bon are back m this city, and up semi-permanent abode m them. 
......... _.... . there is no reason to expect any War housing projects also helped 
•- -· •••- -·- -·--- - ----------·- ••• ·-+ substantial growth beyond the pre- to alleviate the housing problem, By Chinese Cooks 
HOTEL LANSDALE I sent mark. Their central area of but the available units are at in- ..._:· .~o~.•• • .IL "" .... _ .... ~ .... 
residence is, on the whole, several convenient distances from the city 
619 LARKIN ST. . SAN FRANCISCO I blocks east and farther up the hill center such that a continuing search --~ ow~ ·~ _........ -- _......... 
Tram&ene Rooms along Jackson or Yesler than it for better residential locations goes -- •• -· ••• ·-- ·-- ••• -• 
Between Eddy and Ellis was before, a shift prompted in on among the project residents. HOUDAY GREETINGS 
GRaystone 9834 part by the displacement result- While the adjustments during the • 
1 Mr and Mn Yoshitomo Kyono mg from the wartime influx of past year relieved most of the SOOCHOW· +-----__ ,..;. -· ·- .. : __ --- -· ... ------+ Negroes to Seattle. Because of the acute problems which existed at 
• ,., -· ____ -· ____ --· ••. ,., ·- _ -· .•. -· - -· •• ,. • housing shortage, a certain amount the height of the return movement
1 
RESTAUR.ANT 
of residential concentration has al- there is still much doubling-up or 
VOTEL EL WOODS so occurred on the fringe of the apartments, and buying of homes CHOP SUEY 
.U.: business district in hotels, apart- and apartment houses at inflated 1678 Po•t Street 
1353 Buth St. San Francisco ment houses, and rooming houses, prices in order to circumvent the San Frmciaco, Calif. 
TRANSIENT ROOMS ROOMS Wim BAm often in relatively undesirable shortage. WE 
1
.SSOO 
PR 0925 neighborhoods. The o.utlying areas In the long run, employment 
Miaa Martha Imagawa, Mmager are ~lso dotted With J~pan~se more than housing is the major +-·---------~ 
Amencan homes, ltut residential 
1iiiiiiiiiiiiil~--..... -wi ,.. .... __ ~ -=..=._ , ................................ .. 
SEASO '5 BEST WISHES HOLIDAY GREETINGS 
MIKADO HOTEL 
1645 Buchanan Street JO 7-2377 
San Francisco 





1603 Post Street 
M. Serata, formerly operating on SAN FRANCISCO 
Post Street for 15 years W A 1-6942 
THE SEASON'S GREETINGS 
* K & F DRAYAGE COMPANY 
1824 Myrtle St., Oakland. GL 6543 
1704 Laguna St., San Francisco • W A 1· 7445 
EXPRESS - GENERAL HAULING 
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~'t" ~ 
1492 Ellis St - San Francisco 
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WAlnut 1-9870 
Rooms with bath 
All rooms Steam heated 
. ~0 3-'f' 
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...<_. -;,.. 0 ,f US Mrs. Chiyoko Nabeshima, formerly 
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~ ~ PERMANENT WAVES • A SPECIAL'fY 
Make thia your quarters c.;,~ s ALL TYPES OF BEAUTY WORK 
when in San Francisco . • • ,.._ _ 
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SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM HOLIDAy GREETI GS HOLIDAY GREETINGS 
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TEMPURA HOUSE 
ALL KINDS OF JAPANESE FOODS 
MRS. KOTOKO YOSHITOMI 
TAKEUCHI BROS. 
341 Market St. 
San Francisco 
- Jobber& -
Quality Fi&hing Tackle 
1716 Buchanan St. WE 1-9078 T. Takeuchi Y. Takeuchi 
• 
PIONEER RADIO & ELECTRIC ~0. 
Hideo Kawahara 
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES • RAbiOS 
1632 Buchanan St. WA 1-5325 
San Francisco David K. Y atlakawJl SAN FRANCISCO 
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CHEERIO AT CHRISTMAS 
GEARY CAFE ORIENTAL ART AND AN ABUNDANT NEW YEAR! 




BREAXFAST • LUN.CB • DJNNER 
Mr.aad S. ue 
an Frlmcisco, Calif. 
PRE-WAR 
ORIENTAL ART GOODS 
&JEWELRY 
VJtOKA '\VA, PE9P· 
Now that we've re-opened - when you're in 
San Francsico- drop in for a "hello" 
THE N. B. DEPARTMENT STORE 
(Nichibei Busean) _ 
ow at 1625 Buchanan Street, between Poet aDd Geary 
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The Labor Front: 
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA 
Nisei in Hawaii's Trade Unions +-· -
By JOHN REINECKE 
SINCE DECEMBER 7, 1941, a revolution has been taking place ing American citizenry, coolie wage in the social-economic structure of Hawaii. levels rose until Hawaii could at 
Part of the revolution is the change in the position of the least be compared wit~ the more 
J A · · ·t I 1941 ·t h 1 l . backward states. A middle class apanese- men~an co~mum.y. n ~ s w o esa e mternm~nt came into being, in which Japan-
CIVIL RIGHTS DEFENSE UNION 
of ~orthern California 
Fund Establi~:~heu for the Legal Defense 
of the Rights of Japanese Americans f 
I 
Toichi Domoto, President • f 
Ichiji :Motoki, Exec. Sec. 
was freely predlCted; m 1943 threat of Its permanent relegatiOn ese and Chinese were well repre-
to "second class citizenship" and economic discrimination was still sented .. ~ut the reins o~ eco~omic 
a matter of deep concern. By 1945 its splendid war record had won and political po,~;r .rema~ne~, m the 
its a ta f th h t"ll d" l'k ·t Th h hands of the Big Five. And 
2031 Bush Street an Francisco . ~ 
~~-~~----~~---------~+ 
ccep nee. even rom ~sew o s I IS 1 e 1 . e person w o the foundation of its power remain-
now talks pubJ,Icly about the J a:p- ed the plantation system. As long ··------~-- ~*--... ~~ GREETINGS FROM ... ane~e menace, as two or t~ree did . as the old plantation system with 
durmg the statehood heanngs of was grasp~d tightly by a sm~ll, its social - economic stratification 
January, 1946, is regarded as a closely krut group of Caucasian d ·t 1 1 1 . 
INTERNATIONAL DRS. TERRY T. 
"nut." The Japanese seem assured capitalists known popularly as the an. I s ow wage eves survives, 
of integration within the wider Is- "Big Five" (from the five great neither the Japanese nor any oth-
land community on the same terms plantation agencies). Coolie wage ~r Island people_ can become f~lly 
as the other non-Caucasian group levels, company towns, economic mtegrat~d Withm the Amencan 
Another part of the revolution-- and social stratification along commumty. 
one still in the conflict stage, with racial lines, have distinguished By 1941 CIO unions had made a 
the crisis not yet safely behind Hawaii's life. Even when Hono- modest beginning at unionizing the 
us--is the phenomenal growth of lulu became almost indistinguish- plantations. Then came military 
the trade ~nions in membership able f~om a mainland !!ity, the rul~ .. The. Arm~, distrustful of any 
and economic and political power plantation system remamed un- activity m which Japanese parti-
and the consequent challenge t~ ~roken and cast its sha~ow over the cipated, and hostile ~o unions a~y­
the power of the oligarchy which life of the wh?le. Te~ntory. Every way, W<?rked hand m. glove \~th 
has ruled Hawaii for nearly a cen- attempt at umoruzahon was brok- th~ b.usmess oom~u~ty to stifle 
tury. In the rise of the unions Haw- en. uruorusm. Orgaruzatlon was set 
aii's Japanese-Americans are play- Slowly, as Hawaii's working bac;k _for two years, but the re-
INSTITUTE 
1860 Washington St. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
TU 5212 
MI!5S ANNIE CLO WAT ON 
Executive Secretary 
MISS l.'t1ARI OKAZAKI 
MRS. TELLO OGATA 
ROBERT GEORGE 
Staff Members 









ing a leading part. class changed (though not com- str.Ict~ons placed on la_b?r made 
Modern Hawaii began as a plan- pletely) from a conglomeration of ~ruorusm _the more entlcmg once 
tation colony, in which all power alien peoples to an English-speak- It was revived. 
CHRI TMAS GREETINGS . . . ' 
Dr. T. Tanaka Dr. K. J. Kitagawa l Beginning in January 1944, the 
+-· • •• ---··· • ··---------------+ ILWU (International iongshore-f HOLIDAY GREETINGS. . . I men's and Warehousemen's union, D('ntist Physician & Surgeon f • 1568 Bu1·hanan Stref't I 
& JIM'S DRUG COMPANY ' CIO) began a drive which has in-
' & creased its membership from 900 
I 
JAMES H. YAMADA, Registered Pharmacist l! to about 37,000. It has unionized 
F I 5288 San Francisco i 
+.._._._.._-------~ ... -._...._..._..._._...._..._....._.. ·- ·- + 
MEDICAL SUPPLIES · SUNDRIES . PRESCRIPTIONS ' and brought under contract the 
1698 Sutter St. - WA 1-5893 basic industries of sugar cane and 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. pineapple, besides longshoring, +--·- ••• -------·-·· -----------+ railways, most of the little manu-+----- ...... ------------------to facturing and a substantial por-
I 
' tion of warehousing. Other CIO 
NEW STAR CLEANERS & unions, have begun organization of l local government workers, the ser-
14·15 Grant Avenue ' vice trades, and some other fields 
GA-0703 San :Fnmdsco & and have perhaps 1800 members. 
MR. & l\IR . H. T AK.El ' At the same time A.F. of L. unions 
+
! ••• •• ---HAR-U --TAKE-I -------A. -NA-KA--GAWA-- •• ••+~ (Continued on page 32) -·-· -·- --· -· •*-·~~~ 
HOLIDAY GREETINGS TO ALL! 
MODERN WATCH SHOP 
1570 Buchanan San Francisco 
FI 9173 
+-· - ........ ~..._......_...._.._.-.. ...... .._~._....._..-. ·-· ·-· ·-· -· ·- ·-· ._. ... 
Opening of l 
I SEIKI BROTHERS TOYS. ELECTRICAL & GAS APPLIANCES~ 1710 Buchanon St. FI 7590 Son Frunrisco 
& 




WATCH AND JEWELRY 
REPAIR! G 
Cameras 
* 1730 Sutter St. 
an Francisco, Calif. 
·-;....,;,..;;..--.-:ft.;_-·--·-
.,_ ~ u,.,... •• ..... •• • ... 
+-----------~ 
t SEA O.V'S GREETINGS 
I . 
l Dr. Masuichi Higaki 1739 Buchanan FI 8161 SAN FRANCISCO +-...... ---.._....._.~-..-..+ 
-,-;;;;;;;~;;;;- +I 
HOLIDAY SEASON 
l ~ t 
Dr. Carl T. Hirota f 
DENTIST f 
1797 Sutter WEot 1-5388 f 
SAN FRANCISCO t 
•----------+ 
Holiday Greetings ...• 
Dr. Masao Sugiyama 
DENTIST - ••• •• ••• -------+ 1812 Bush St. Son Francisco 
SEASON'S GREETINGS- ~ Ph: JOrdan 7-3470 - Res: WE 1·9073 
BOIL IDA Y 
LILY'S EMPLOYMENT 
AGENCY 
2033 Pine WE 1·5931 
San Francisco 





BUSINE S OPPORTUNITIES 
2033 Pine WE 1·5931 
Nobusuke Nakanishi 
I .... ,,. " , '" " .. ~· . ~ .... . .... '" 
t""'l!""''t' ......... ~~!""''t-.::~-.:""'1011: ...... .......:-~:-R-.:-R~:-R~:~~:-R .. 
. .. . ,.. ,. . . ~~-..--~..., 
~· ....... J:~.-::~-...::~-...::~-.::'"IIt~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 
MERRY CHRISTMAS ! 
TED'S RICHFIELD SERVICE 
Corner Pine & Laguna in San Francisco 
W A 1-9651 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
TED NISHIMOTO, PROPRIETOR , 
Gas - Oil - Lubrication - Minor Repairs 
San Francisco's Nisei Service Station ............ ~_.-..~ .. --
... ~ ... *i*W~W~~-· 
Xmas Greetings! 
* ' 
. SIDMA TRANSFER COMPANY 
H. Shimamoto ' 
1844 Buchanan Street FI 9611 
SAN FRANCISCO 
K. KIYASU, M.D. t I SEASON'S GREETINGS ... 
2676 Bu~h Street l Mr. and Mrs. 
~ 
1 
J. Rupert Mason 
SA . FRANCISCO, CALIF. 1920 Lake Street 
W A 1·2195 San Francisco, Calir ornia 




1704 Laguna St. 
WA 1-7445 
San Francisco 
Ladies' & Men's Clothes 
Remodeled & Altered 
MR. S. GISHIFU 
~~~~~ 
ijerb!Sie*lSieb~:· ~:•\¥*> ~'"8MII'~«t:-~~ 











1570 Buchanan St. WA 1-1890 
llousekeeiJing Rooms 
EIJI 1. 0 HniURA, Prop. 
San Francisco, California 
-------·-----------------The Season's Greetings .•.. 
HARRY'S EMPLOYMENT 
AGENCY 
SHIOZAKI POOL PARLOR 
Harry Shiozaki - Takeo Shiozaki 
1623 'Buchanan St. WE 1-2Da3 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Miyako Barber Shop 
1712 Laguna Street 
Son Francisco 
Y. OKAMOTO 
Nisei Barber Shop 
1615-A Post Street 
SAN FRANCISCO 15 
WA 1-0328 
Mizono Bros. Tofu 
1606-A Geary St. JO 7-0237 
·~~--~-~~~~~-~·~~·~ -~-..--..-.. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
+-~~;~ ~~~:::1 
1669 Post t. an Francisco 
WE 14831 
AlL LINES OF HARDWARE 
A~D PAINT 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Ashizowa 
' .._..-~--------+ +·-.._.-.._.._......_.._ ·- ·-· ._,, ·- + 
Y. Moriwaki & Co. 
12 Geary St. Son Francisco 
DOuglas 6678 
• 
INSURANCE- REAL EST ATE 
INCOME TAX 
Aki Moriwaki Yuji Imai 
-
+..._. ...,_. - .-.. ...... ..._.. -· ·-· ..-..--
HOLIDAY WISHES • .. 
Dr. Y. Katagihara 
ORAL SURGERY 
Prosthetic Dentistry 
1765 Sutter Flllmore 075-l 
SAN FRANCISCO 
KffiEI IKEDA 
1615 Virginia Street 
BERKELEY, CALIF. 
Ph. Berkeley 3096-W 
Mr. & Mrs. James 
S. Hirano 
1923 Bush Street 




1647 Post Street 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Phone: WE 1-6524 
Post Shoe Repairing 
1675-A Post Street 
San Francisco 
CHOJIRO MATSUMOTO 
Roy's Barber Shop 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Abbey 
Mr. and Mrs. John Kono 
1620-A Laguna Street 
SAN FRANCISCO 
MERRY CHRISTMAS ! ! ! 
Biwako Barber Shop 
1752-A Sutter 
SAN FRANCISCO 





, ... ""*~ ... ~~~fll:l!lifl~irt!·~~·~--.~· ..
HOLIDAY GOOD WISHES 
MORINO BROS. 
1806 Sutter St. San Francisco 
WE 1-3774 
COMPLETE LINE OF JAPANESE GROCERIES 
MEATS • FISH • POULTRY 
Canned Goods • Fruits • Vegetables 
We Deliver 




ELLIS-WEBSTER LIQUOR STORE 
Only Japanese American Owned 
Liquor Store in San Francisco 
BEER • WINE • SAKE • LIQUOR - CIGARETTES 
Free Ice Cube Service 
1498 Ellis St. W A 1-2932 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Kay Kuwada T. Hamai 
PACIFIC CITIZEN Saturday, December 21, 1946 
APO 500: c-o PM SAN FRANCISCO 
(Continued from page 25) acles on a ship. I can state this smile will do. As I look back now 
(and who doesn't after a year from an experience. It seems that I must have .looke_d silly ~tanding 
overseas) and above all through a couple in particular took a shine there, muttenng w1th M.P. s gawk-
curiosity, ~ ventured into a dance to me. Heaven knows why, but ing, .attempting discreetly to shoo 
hall ana m the course of time the fact remains that they did them away. 
came to know some of these dane- and I was caught quite of! guard Despite all my amusing experien-
ing girls. I must elaborate on their one day when an MP summoned ces I was never so glad to see 
dancmg gowns, ~ecause in a sense, me to the front gate and lo and land. as the day we ent~red the 
they were str1kmg. When Ameri- behold, standing there were a stra1t of Juan De Fuca commg back 
can troops poured into Japan, ev- couple of "musume sans." They to the United States. And the fact 
eryone's thought was bent on had come 70, 80 miles by train to that I lost my 20% overseas pay as 
Americanizing. The girls rushed Kumagaya from Tokyo. That is I entered the strait didn't matter. 
to have dresses made or dug deep what a casual glance a casual I was home. • into their trunks and emerged with _____ __: _ __;_' ___ _:_ _____ ~J:...._ __ _ 
dancing dresses that resembled 
those of our '"gay nineties" days 
::)ome could rustle their bustles, a 
few dresses Yehudi seemed to be 
having difficulty holding up. An 
array o'f colors would greet a per-
son entering the dance hall and 
the rambow certainly had nothing 
over these girls. 
But as time wore on, style maga-
zines infiltrated into the populace 
and dry goods once again appear-
ed in the shops. Gradually modern 
Americanized gowns were sported 
by the girls, much to my relief. 
Greetings From 
The City of San Francisco 
THE 
OTAFUKU TEl 
1727 Post Street 
~~~~~:· ;;~! 
TAKEO OKAMOTO 
Licensed Real Estate 
and Insurance Broker 
Open Sundays It was amazing how quickly the 
Japanese girls could learn to dance San Francisco WE 1-1578 
AUTO, FIRE, CASUALTY 
AND LIFE INSURANCE 
~~-.-·~~~-~f!l!~~-~~~.,.. .. ~~ j::;:~~gg~~ev~e;~o:~Jh~~ 
seen jitterbugging in Kimonos 
with flaps flymg, getas clacking. Holiday Greetings .•• 




J AP ANES.E FOODS 
1836 Buchanan Street 
WA 1-5154 San Francisco 
+ -· -· ·-· - ·-· ·-· ·-· ·-· ·- ,_., ~-- - - ·- ·-· ·-· -· ·-· ·-· ..-.~ 
A MERRY CHRISTMAS ! 
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR ! 
• 
THE NORIO COMPANY 
MISO • KOJI · SOY BEANS 
1532-34 Post St. San Francisco 
M. Ari.k.awa 
UOKI K. SAKAI CO. 
JAPANESE GROCERIES • MEATS • FISH 




IJtct/eJ-n FOOD PRODUCTS CO. 
IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS and 
WHOLESALE DISTRffiUTORS 





SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE 
24 California St., DO 1547 
DENVER OFFICE 
103 Wazee Market, TA 8191 
I must admit that when these 
girls become attached to you, they 
are harder to shake of! than barn-
Holiday Greetings 
WALLACE and KATHERINE 
NUNOTANI 
and 
l\IR. and MRS. J. SASAKI 
2975 Clay Street 
San Francisc~, California. 
Season's Greetings 
DR. TOKUJI HEDANI 
OPTOMETRIST 
1854 Fillmore St. 
Telephone WALnut 9423 
Sa.n Francisco 15, Calif. 
Dr. and Mrs. Seizo 
Murata 
DENTIST 
1948 Bush Street 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Season's Greetings ••• 
- from • 
JOE GRANT, MARY ANN, 
GRANT ROGER and JO ANN 
MASAOKA 
2031 Bush Street 
San Francisco, Calif. 
r ~r,;i~~~~~ -+ 
* SAN FRANCISCO 
Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos 
S. HORI, Prop. 
+ - - ·-· - ·- .•. ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·1 
KUM FAR LOW 




HARRY WONG, Proprietor 










2742 Bush St., San Francisco 
Phone: WEst 1-6291 
Home-Cooked Style Stanley T. Tsuchiya 
Mrs. I. Izumi, Proprietor 745 • 26th Street Oakland 
... j... ·- --~-~~~-x;~;· ~;~-;~~; ;~; ;~R -· .•..•. -1 
Soda Fountain • Japanese Confectionery 
Mochi-gashi • Sembe 
I BENKYODO 1604 Geary St. WE 1·9594 SAN FRANCISCO _ 
+~-...-.~ ·-· ·-· ·-· ·- -· ------ -· -· .._..- ·-· ·-· - - -· + 
+··· ·-· ·-· ·-· ·-· ..& ·-· ........ ._. ·- _ _... •• ·-· ·-· ·-· -· ·-·~·- ·-· ·-· -·•1• 
I I t The NICHIBEI SHOKUDO , 
f SENDS SEASON'S GREET~GS f 
16231/2 Buchanan St., Rear • San Francisco f ! JAPANESE DISHES t 
' R. Oichi i 
+ ·-· ·- ·-· .,......_.,. ........... ·-· ·-· ..-..~~ -· - -· - ._.....,_..._..._,..~ 
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS FROM 
* KOGA GROCERY & FOUNTAIN 
JAPANESE FOODS • FRUITS - CANNED GOODS 
1766 Buchanan St. San Francisco 
TAKESID KOGA FI 9660 
r:r. .... ~~~~~~~~--, ... ~--~~~ .~· -~··~-
Best Wishes for the Holiday Season 
from the 
NISEI CAFE 
"Where the Nisei Meet" 
AMERICAN DISHES :-: JAPANESE DELICACIES 
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER 
"Chubby" Kik.ugawa 
1627 Buchanan St. JO 7-9932 San Francisco 
Your Patronage During The Past Year Has 
Been Deeply Appreciated. To Serve You 
Best Will Continue to be Our Aim. 
~ 
F. M. NONAIU & CO . 
660 3rd St: SU 1138 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
\ Sakura Brand Ark. Blue Rose Rice 
Ensign Brand Calif. Rice 
Hana Murasaki Shoyu 
All Kinds of Beans ' 
Hime Noodles 
All Kinds Processed Fish 
• Foodstuffs in General 




Saturday, December 21, 1946 
CALIFORNIA 
CLEANERS 
Season's Greetings for 
SMART APPEARANCE 
AND LONG WEAR 
1919 Fillmore FI 1919 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Mr. and Mrs. George Morimoto 





2325 Pine St. W A 1-6023 
San Francisco 
I. E. SUGAYA 
~~~ .. ·~---· ~~~~~~ 
'~~~--.. ---~~~ .. ~ 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
Law Offices of 
WILLIAM E. FERRITER 
JAMES C. PURCELL 
Mills Tower San Francisco 
Attorneys for 
Civil Rights Defense Union 
of Northern California 
.-~~-~~~~~~~ 






1716 Buchanan Street 
San Francisco 
Drop in for that 
After Dance Snack 
Theatre Snack 
Mr. and Mrs. Hideo Nakai ......... ~ ...................... . 
,~ ........ ~~--~~ .. -
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS: 
THE NICID-BEI TIMES 
1761 Sutter - Rincon P. 0. Box 3098 
San Francisco 19 
Complete Coverage of Coast Activities 
Japanese American Daily 
The Ideal Gift for Issei ....... -.-.-~~-,----­
~---~~ .. ~~-,... ......... 
OUR BEST WISHES FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON 
AND THROUGHOUT 1947 
* 
People's Laundry Co. 
165 Tenth St. Tel: KL 2-0657 
San Francisco 
Keitaro Tsukamoto, Prop. 
I 
PACIFIC CITIZl!!N 
Conclusion: NISEI VETERANS 
(Continued from page 25) 
the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' As- and talk of old times. Among the 
::;ociatwn. Nisei veterans alone are the Club 
When they are met by wage or 100, 442nd Club, the MIS Club, and 
job d1scrunmatwn the veterans no the veterans who have refused to 
tonger take things laying down. join any of these. This division 
.l'nt:y ra1se a "squawk'' about it. has tended to weaken whatever de-
l .he U::i.ti::i hears about them and mands the veterans have made. The 
has a long list of such complaints. liaison between these groups is 
And when anyone suffers from not very good either. On the Is-
discrimination the news spreads land of h..auai this problem was 
fast. .Furthermore the comJ'Imies solved by the formation of the 
wh1ch are sa1d to discriminate are Kauai Veterans' Association which 
eyed w1th a great deal of sus- takes in all the veterans. When 
p1c1on. The fact that the veterans Maj. Fukuda went to Kauai to or-
are becoming aware of these prac- ganize the Club 100 he received 
t1ces and are refusing / to accept a very cool reception. The morale 
them without raising their voices among the Kauai veterans is far 
against them is indeed a healthy and above that of the Honolulu 
s1gn. veterans. On Maui the Nisei vet-
4 Th ·11· f t erans are joining the AVC and · e "'1 mgness 0 ve erans providing leadership in that or-to join labor unions is, to this 
writer, a hopeful sign, There is ganization. 
no question but that organized lab- If the Nisei veterans on Bono-
or will be in for difficult days lulu, where the major bulk of the 
once the 80th session of Congress veterans reside, can somehow re-
begins. But the role of labor in solve this problem and present a 
soc1ety \vill be a good gauge of united front they could become a 
the health of our democracy. If highly efftctive mstrument for so-
labor is suppressed then democra- cial progress. This is, of course, 
cy is weakened; if labor is given the opiruon of an outsider, a non-
Its just share in the process of veteran, who perhaps does not ap-
society democracy is healthy. That preciate the internal problems of 
a goodly portion of our veterans these organizations. 
unaerstand that and are taking 2. The second deficiency among 
their membership seriously is a the Nisei veterans is the lack of a 
SUPERVISOR 
Richard 1\1. Kageyama of Hon-
olulu was recently elected to the 
Board of Supervisors of the city 
and county of Honolulu, first 
Nisei ever elected to that post. 
A former member of the arm-
ed forces, Kageyama campaigned 
on the Democratic ticket. 
good omen. In roy own church personality or personalities around gram and by joining forces to pre-
were several veterans who took whom the various groups can rally t · d f 
h hi . sen a umte ront in attaining t eir union members ·p serwusly and who can give direction to the 
and who were alert to union prob- energies of the men. There seems the desired ends. To do this a per-
lems and possibilities. These are to be no direction toward which the son or persons will have to give 
the men who will gradually bring groups are moving, no agreement leadership. At the moment no such 
poise, respect, prest1ge, intelligence as to what the various clubs are person or persons can be seen. 
and goodwill to the labor move- supposed to accomplish and pro-
ment iri Hawaii, a movement vide. If the first deficiency is to Well, will the veterans be a 
which is under severe attack from be overcome some person or per- nemesis to our common life, or 
the vested interests at all times. sons with vision, dra\ving power, the hope for fulfilling the pro-
Now I want to make two com- and courage 'vill have to arise mises of American life? Only time 
ments on what seem to me glar- to aid the veterans to give their can tell. But because of the ex-
ing weaknesses among the Nisei loyalty to a 'group larger than its amples sighted above, this writer 
veterans. If these two conditions own club. Such a person or per- for one is confident that the vet-
could be fulfilled there would be sons would rally the veterans to erans constitute a hope for a more 
no question as to the role the vet- accept responsibilities and to con- fuller and more abundant life for 
erans will play in the growth of tribute to the health of the entire the residents of Hawaii. And so 
Hawaii. The failure to meet these community. · to the veterans of the continental 
two conditions will greatly retard The veterans will have to see the United States I say, Your brothers 
the veterans' influence on Hawaiian important part they can play in are not doing everything that they 
society. community life, and fit themselves might, but they are behaving in 
1. The veteran groups are so into it in such a way as to help such a way as to make this writer 
divided as to make them ineffec- make Hawaii a progressive and feel that they are the hope of 
tive other than to give the mem- healthy community. 'l'his they can our society. What more can you 
hers a chance to come together do by preparing a definite pro- expect of your comrades? 
Greetings From Placer COunty 
VICTORY MARKET . 
CLIFFORD AND TERUKO YAMADA 
Meats - Groceries - Dry Goods 
P. 0. Box 505 Phone 20 
PENRYN, CALIFORNIA 
Penryn Shoe Shop 
FUJIMI YAMAMOTO 
P. 0. Box 61 Penryn, California 
SHOE SALES AND REP AIR 
Yoshida Grocery 
Roy T. :Yoshida 
NEWCASTLE, CALIFORNIA 
'~<+ .... ·--·---· ... --. ·---· -·--· ___ ,.., ................. _... ·---·--·--·---.._....-...._. ..... .-. ............... -· ·-· ... 
PLACER 
Christmas Greetings from .•. 
COUNTY .. CHAPTER, 
Loomis, Placer County, California 
JACL 
I 
+- ·- ..... ._.-- ·- ..... .._....._...._.. . , ____ , ___ , __ , __ ,..,, ... , ... _ _.., __ ..... , ... ,_, -·--· -·--·-·---··-+'ofol 
, 
... ·-· ·- ·-· ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ---- _ .... - --._,._ . -... --·-· ..... 




Takahashi Bros. - Takagishi Bros. 
Phone 59 Loomis, California 
+......-----..._...........-.--- ... -· ·~· -·-· -· -·-· ... ·-· -· 
~,...-~~~~-,..--~- ............. .. + -· - ... ·-· ·-· .•. .-...-..-......... ~--~-·-· ·-· -----e~­' ..-_. .. _. ....... W!ir_.W!6 .....  MIKAWA 
FISH MARKET 
COAST MERCANTILE CO. HIROSHI MIK.AWA .. 
UKPORTERS AND EXPORTERS General Merchandise 
P. 0. Box 212 1 Ph: 21 t ··-
MAIN DRUG STORE 
Hiroshi Takemoto 
PRESCRIPTION SPECIAliSTS 




t -·-· -· .... -· .•. ..._...._._._ ·- ·-· ·-· -· ·- ..,_. ... ·-· ... -. 
Food Products - General Merchandise Penryn, California &.atlt!la~---.----llr.lii~~&lf!liitfa. , ............... , 
883 McAllister Street Phone: WE 1-4468 
Cable Address: COASTMERCA, San Francisco 
N. Takakuwa ,. 




PENRYN, CAliF . 
Penryn Fish & Meat Market 
Goto Brothers 
* 
P. 0. Box 75 Phone 23 
PENRYN, CALIFORNIA ............................ ., ............... ~~ ................ ~ ............ ., 
' • 
I 
30 PACIFIC CITIZEN 
HOLIDAY GREETINGS ·---- : 
DORSETT .,._..,._._. .. _.._&w.irMiil_.~ DRUG STORE 
Season's Greetings 
• 
Pacific Mercantile Company 
George C .. Oyama George Y. Inai 
1946 Larimer Street 
Denver 2, Colorado 
Holiday Greetings from 
FRED'S PLACE 
"Rendezvous of Nisei" 
Pool Hall in Annex 
JAPANESE DISHES A SPECIALTY 
• 
953 Larimer St. Denver, Colorado 
FRED AOKI 
0 ~ ..................... ~..,.. ................................. 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
* 20th STREET CAFE 
"GOOD FOOD AT REASONABLE PRICES" 
KE-9053 
1123 20th Street Denver, Colorado 
/ James G. Otagiri 
~-.............................. ,. 
A!ik .......... cMS .... CIIt.'il .... ... 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
DENVER NOODLE FACTORY 
WHOLESALE 
• F. J, KAWAKAMI 








"UMEYA" RICE CAKES 
KE-2615 
1946 Lawrence St. Denver, Colorado 
29th and Champa Streets 
Denver 5, Colorado 





• , .. ..., ....... 
HOLIDAY GREETINGS 
"' DOl PHARMACY 







The Nisei Recreation Spot 
















NOODLES & TEMPURA 
2154 Larimer 
Denver, Colorado .,....,...,...,...,.._.._~......_.._v .._.._.._..,_~.._, 
--~----. .. !...... ~ .......... ---~~--~~Z*1 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
* 
IJt,f/el'tr FOOD PRODUCTS GO. 
Denver, Colorado 
San Francisco, California 
• 
IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS AND 
WHOLESALE DISTRffiUTORS 
Wesley K. Oyama • Edward M. Matsuda - Geo. Nakatsuka 
Hisao Inouye 
We sincerely appreciate all the favors given us 
during the past year. May we continue to serve 








Food in Town" 
Saturday, December 21, 1946 
NISEI DENTIST IN NEW YORK 
NEW YORK CITY-Peter L 
Yoshitomi, D.D.S., started his SEASON'S GREETINGS 
dental practice only recently in 
Manhattan. The young dentist Saiken-Sha 
has lready acquired a large prac-
tice. P. 0. Box 2347 Denver, Colorado 
-Photo by HENRY YAl\IADA S. NOMURA 
......... Qi~--~ 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 










GRANADA FISH AND 
POULTRY COMPANY 
1919 LAWRENCE ST. KE-5983 DENVER, COLO. 
"Largest Shipper of Fresh California 
Seafoods in the Rockies" 
• 
T. K . 
PHARMACY 
2700 Larimer St. t 
DENVER 5, COLORADO 
TA-0332 
Saturday, December 21, 1946 
Main Street & Home Again? 
(Continued from page 26) 
workers in manufacturing indus- is difficult to foster under these 
tries also marks a change from conditions, which in turn contrib-
the past, for there are now a few utes to the impression among labor 
Japanese Americans in foundries, leaders that these people are un-
shipyards, and other work of simi- friendly toward unions. 
Jar nature. • Managment, too, shows reluc-
Nevertheless, the amount of in- tance about hiring Japanese Ameri-
dustrial employment in Seattle is cans for other than the less de-
stin much less than in midwestern sirable jobs. The "economic ladder 
and eastern cities. One explana- of opportunity" starts at a lower 
tion of this situation being the un- level for ~a!!ial min~rities, reaches 
willingness of most trade unions a lower ceilmg, and IS a very much 
to accept even the Nisei veterans les!! ~table ladder . th~n for the 
for membership. This city is one maJOrity group. This IS the case 
of the strongest "union towns" for resettlers to Sea~tle. Of those 
in the country, and the industries employed by Caucasians, a. large 
are so extensively organized that n~m~er of )lo~h the ,Isse1 and 
few are able to gain industrial N1se1 are b~1ldmg st:rv1ces .wor\ 
employment without the consent ers perforll}mg memal dubes ~ 
r of the unions. Unfortunately, the hott:ls, hosp1tals, clubs1 a.nd cerl!J-m 
most powerful local unions have busme~s concerns: ~JSei wor~g 
d d d · as off1ce and sh1ppmg clerks m ~en e towar a p~hcy of exclud- dov .. "lltown shops are sustained by 
mg Japanese .Amer1c~ns, and have the hope that they may, in due 
even ~een able to discourage the time receive advancement to bet-
estabhs~ment of Japanese operated ter positions through recognition 
enterpnses such. as pro~uce or dye of their efficiency. But, on the 
wo~k and clean.mg b_usmes by re- whole very few are in positions 
fusmg cooperat~on With them. One which' match their expectations or 
J apan_ese Amer1can. operator of. a capabilities, and there is today an 
fa1r s1zed merchandi~e store which increasin feeling that "decent" 
~mploys only Caucasians remarked, jobs in ~aucasian companies are 
. N1se1 v~ts have com,e a!ound a~k- hopelessly difficult to get. 
mg for JObs, and we~ hke to hire Although housing and employ. 
th~m •. but our store 1s comr,letely ment adjustments are settling into 
uruomz.ed. by loc~ls that won t tak,e recognizable patterns, the process 
tl_le N1sei, That~, w!ly we. cant of community organization has ad-
hire them. A;nd ~~ s Impossible .to vanced more slowly and along a less 
buck the uruo~s.. Many are d1s- well defined course. Most of the 
c<.>Uraged by this 1~penetr~ble bar- pre-war organizations are gone, 
rier of. trade uru~m policy, for but whether the old groups are 
th~ugh JObs are a~allable and some revived or new ones created to 
uruon~ are open, the Japanese- replace them there is no doubt of 
Am~r~cans regard thel!lselves ~s the need fdr more organization 
r~ce1vmg. only t~e 1;1ndesirable pos1- than now exists. Under the present 
tJons wh1ch maJOrity group work- circumstances where no central 
ers ~:>uld not accept! t~e "d!rty community agency exists, prob-
wo~k, and membersh1p m uruO:J?-S lems of community servic!l s~ch 
wh1ch ~re the least able to gam as in hardship cases rece1ve m-
economic ~dvantage .for them. The adequate attention, questions re-
f!lrther misfortune 1s. that educa- quirmg community-wide action 
bon ~bo~t th~ function. of labor have no point at which collective 
orgamz~t10ns m our society, ml!ch action can be mobilized, repre-
needed m the Japanese commumty, sentation for the purpose of pub-
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lic relations is hampered by the 
lack of delegated authority, and 
the circulation of information is 
relatively inefficient although the 
establishment of a weekly news-
paper (in Japanese) has some-
what alleviated this difficulty. 
The need for organization is 
well recognized. Last winter when 
a few community leaders became 
concerned over the lack of organiz-
ed charu1els of activity for teen-
Mr. and Mrs. Tad Akaba aged youths, a United Nisei A;cti-vities Committee was orgamzed 
which successfully undertook social 3602 Alcott Street 
DENVER 11, COLORADO 
New York Beauty Salon 
826 15th St. TA 1425 
DENVER 2, COLORADO 
MISS YOSHIKO AniKI 
BEST WISHES .... 
and recreational program, but the 
few who interested themselves in 
supervising the group suffered 
from a considerable drain of time 
and energy. An abortive attempt 
HOLlDA 1: GREETINGS 
CALIFORNIA ST. 
CO:\I.MUNITY CHURCH 
THE NISEI CHURCH 
2538 Cali£ornia St. Denver, Colo . 
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I 
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was therefore made about the time 
of the WRA closing to organize 
a service committee, with a paid ' 
executive secretary, which would 
hllhdle not only the teen-aged prob-
lems but also the problems of the 
community in general. The latter 
attempt failed, and J?rincipal among 
the reasons of failure were the 
lack of funds, the fear of "segre-
gation" on the part of interested 
Caucasians, and the lack of leader-
ship. Of the last it should be said 
that the lack was not of individuals 
with the capacity for leadership, 
but rather of those with suffi-
cient time and willingness to under-
take the required work. The long 
awaited revival of the Seattle 
chapter of the JACL may serve 
to fill the existing gap in com-
munity organization, but the role 
which this organization plays in' 
the community will depend in large 
part upon the extent to which it 
can affect the personal lives of 
·Old ·oned Yuletide 
PERSONAL GREETINGS 
ROBERT M., CHIYO, BRUCE 
& CAROL LYNNE HORIUCHI 
the resettlers. To become an ef- 1042 S. Pearl Street 
fective force in the community it DENVER. COLORADO 
seems virtually necessary that a • 
local office be established and an ••i!!!!lll!i.iiiW-III!i.ifli.r•&IIK1•.111ik~-·.te;a-..Wi.&IC.4!.a, 
aggressive executive secretary be HOLIDAY GREETINGS 
hired. , 
Community churches, university from 
students organization, and other 
social clubs are again emerging; Mr d M 
but as in every other resettlement • an rs. 
area, wherever organization is un- Harry T Osumi 
der consideration, the issue of "in- • 
tegration versus segregation" is JEWELERS AND 
an ever present point of discussion. WATCHMAKERS 
The misapprehensions about the 
"integration" process, indeed, have 1925 Larimer SL TA-6771 
added so much confusion to or- D 2 C 1 d 
ganizational efforts that it would enver ' 0 ora o 
almost seem wise to rule out the 
word from our vocabulary as a 
meaningless term and turn our 
attention rather to what is possible 
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On the other hand, the building 
up of extensive interpersonal con-
nections between the Japanese 
Americans and majority group 
members is dependent upon the 
personalities of those involved from 
both sides as well as upon the 
existence of common bases of in-
terest. Increasing numbers are tak-
ing advantage of favorable cir-
cumstances to establish such con-
tacts with members of the majority 
group, but with the existing hous-
ing situation and dependance upon 
the continued existence of the Jap. 
anese community, there is certainly 
no possibility of a sharp break 
#it.~ .......................... .. 
from the past. 
~ 
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NISEI IN -HAWAIIAN 
TRAQE UNIONS 
(Continued from page 27) 
have extended their hold over the directed any longer to a Hoale 
public utilities and have organized middle and upper class; it must 
several thousand workers in the reach the Oriental middle classes, 
building trades and miscellaneous and therefore cannot any longer be 
industries. They number possibly directed against Japanese or Fili-
8000 to 10,000 members. pinos as such. Even the Honolulu 
During the war no showdown of ~dvertiser, a. newspaper of ~earst­
strength between the "Big Five" bke tendencies, ... which . smped . at 
and the ILWU was possible. Con- the Japan~se commu~ty dunng 
tracts were signed, but they were the . war, dtd not publ~s~ a. WOf:"d 
unacceptable to both sides. When agamst J ap~nese partlci~atlon m 
the master contract covering the and leadership ?f the stnke. 
sugar industry approached expira- Instead, the h_ne of. propaganda 
tion on August 31, 1946, it was ~vas well known m mamland Amer-
evident that the postponed trial ICa: not the y~llow. but the .. R!_!d 
of strength was at hand. The fl!enace. In this lme the Big 
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Associa- Five" was at some advantage _be-
tion and the Hawaii Employers' cause o~ the frankly l_eftwmg 
Council rejected all but 4 demands leadership of the ILWU. _Smce the 
out of 25 advanced by the union. IL WU . de!lla~de~ th~ umon shop, 
An 80-day sugar strike began on and thi~ msbtu!~on IS almost un-
September 1 known m Hawan, employers were 
I th · f 1 t .k fairly successful in persuading the n e unsuccess u s~!La! s r~ e~ people of Honolulu that the ILWU 
of 1909 and 1920 ,!he 'Big Five was out to wrest control of in-
had, talke~ of the Japan.ese men- dustry from the hands of manage. 
ace to hide the economic nature ment. The corollary, ' that they were 
of the struggles. Some. observers out to wrest control at Joe Stalin's 
expected that the .ra~Ial angle behest, seems to have been re-
wo?ld be played agam m the 1946 ceived with great skepticism except 
strike: among the upper classes. At least 
Umo~ leaders the~1~elves were the attempt to discredit the IL-
u~~et;tam of the stability of 4,000 WU's CIO-PAC by giving it a Red 
fihpmo laborers who had been label was unsuccessful in spite of 
Imported a ~~w m~nths before. the tightening of class lines by 
New to Haw~n, p~nmless, some of the strike, and in spite of the in-
t~em ex-g:ueriiia fighters who had convenience caused by the West 
k1!led their Jap~nese, ":·ould they Coast shipping strike in which the 
stick togeth_er with Issei and Jap- ILWU was also participating. PAC 
anese-Americans? endorsed candidates who were 
The strike proved two things. popular were elected, those who 
:First, that the day has passed were less popular were defeated. 
when Island workers can be divid- A strong effort was made to 
ed to any substantial extent along paint IL WU top leaders as irre-
racial lines. More than half the sponsible carpetbaggers from Cal-
strikers were Filipinos. The rest ifornia, who areinterested only in 
were mostly Japanese, with a con. union dues and lead the poor dumb 
siderable number of Portuguese Island workers by the nose. Since 
and a sprinkling of others. Leaders three of them have German names, 
were mainly Japanese and Portu- a little tentative Jew-baiting was 
guese. In spite of some undercover tried out, but it seems to have 
efforts to detach the Fillipinos, and gone over Hawaiian heads. Neither 
in spite of the traditional prefer- was the carpetbagger line of pro-
ence which the Portugese have en- paganda notably successful, for 
joyed as whites, there was com- most Islanders, whether pro-ILWU 
pete solidarity of all workers or anti ILWU, were well enough 
troughout the strike. Leaders were acquainted with the isues to know 
supported regardless of their an- that a strike would have taken 
cestry. If any "racial" antagonism place even had the leadership been 
was shown, it was toward the wholly Hawaiian. . 
Hoales (non-Portuguese Cauca- A great part of the population 
sians), and toward them only in- of Honolulu (itself containing half 
sofar as they, as administrators, be- the people of Hawaii) have lived 
longed in the employers' camp. on plantations, or their parents 
Second, propaganda against un- have. Sympathy for the strikers--
ions, to be effective, cannot be except on the widely misunder-
stood issue of the union shop--was 
4r~CI:t!ilf.fl!iral:t!6 ' therefore very common; but no poll 
=~~~ ~-~ of opinion was undertaken to de-
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termine its extent and degree. The 
writer's impression is that it was 
no more prevalent among the Jap. 
anese than among the Portuguese 
and native Hawaiians. Of all the 
ethnic groups, only the Island-bred 
Haoles were probably for the most 
part in the anti-ILWU camp. 
A change can be seen among 
the Japanese middle classes. In 
the 1909 strike of Japanese P.lanta-
tion labor the leaders were busi-
ness and professional men who later 
became substantial citizens . 
The 1920 strike, also of Japanese 
labor, was generally supported by 
Japanese businessmen, but a cer-
tain coolness was noticeable among 
the more prosperous. In 1946 the 
svmpathies of the Japanese, like 
those of other groups. divide in 
general along class lines, with 
small shopkeepers and professional 
men 1 standing somewhat muddled 
in the middle. 
The sugar strike has ended in 
a substantial though not complete 
victory for ILWU. A considerable 
wage increase was won. The sys-
tem of "free" perquisites--housing, 
fuel, medical care--which gave the 
plantations so strong a hold over 
.................. their workers, has been replaced 
: 4 4 4 4 4 by a system of cash payments by 
+~~~--~-~~-~-----~~~~+ 
i TOGO REALTY COMPANY ' 
I GF. ERAL REAL ESTATE- INSURANCE- BUSI~ESS CHANCES S. Hosokowa, Licensed Broker Phone: Main 1758 
PACIFIC CITIZEN 
employees. Adoption of seniority 
and non-discrimination rules opens 
the way for a drastic modification 
of the racial favoritism which has 
always existed on plantations. Most 
important, it has been demonstrat. 
ed that a union composed of work-
ers of several descents can come 
through a long-drawn struggle 
against the awesome "Big Five" 
unbroken and with very high mor-
ale. 
The results of the strike remain 
to be seen. If the gains embod-
ied in the new sugar contract are 
followed through, a partial lifting 
of the racial "ceiling" on jobs \vill 
elevate the social standing of plan-
tation Japanese--and indeed, of all 
the non-Haole groups--and make 
plantation life more attractive. One 
can venture a guess that Japanese 
American union leaders will be 
greatly encouraged to take a more 
active and substantial part in com-
munity leadership, and that they 
will at the same time feel them-
selves more closely integrated with 
the other "nationalities" of Hawaii. 
Such men as Yasuki Arakaki, Bert 
H. Nakano, and Carl Fukumoto of 
Hawaii island, Shigeto Takemoto 
of Maui, Matsuki Arashiro (newly 
elected to the House of Represen-
tatives) and Yoshikaz'!l Morimoto of 
Kauai, "Major" Okada and Wilfred 
Oka of Oahu, are beg-inning to be 
felt as forces within their respec-
tive islands. The reputation of Jack 
H. Kawano, leader of Honolulu 
longshoremen, is Territory-wide. 
Many other union leaders e.'Cert 
great influence within one or two 
plantations. 
Generalizing, one may say that 
nearly all these leaders, whether 
local Jimmy Higginses or of Ter-
ritorial stature, have attained lead. 
ership as unionists and as citizens 
rather than as Japanese. Unions 
have been a powerful influence to-
ward assimilation. 
Yet the racial problem--the Jap-
anese problem in particular--is not 
Over two thousand Los An-
geles residents feted Japanese 
American war veterans at a tes-
timonial dinner November 4th at 
the Rodger Young auditorium. 
Part of the huge abdience is pic-
tured above in this photo by 
Toyo l\liyatake. 
dead in the labor field. Very prob-
ably it will be revived as CIO-PAC 
and allied organizations continue 
pressing for the passage of a Fair 
Employment Practices Act by the 
1947 Legislature. 
Such an act will have the sup-
port of many middle class as well 
as most working people, for few 
injustict!s are felt more deeply in 
Hawaii than racial discrimination 
in hiring, promotion and pay. The 
proposed act is opposed by Hawai-
ian big business and may arouse 
some opposition also among small 
Oriental employers. 
Within the A. F. of L. unions 
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few Japanese are well known out-
side their own locals. Honolulu is 
a large city, and the Japanese head 
of a single local of a hundred 
members or so, among the 30-odd 
A. F. of L. locals, finds it hard 
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